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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 1: Welcome and Call for Apologies

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018



Apologies

• Randall Seymore (Penske CV)

• Yuguchi san (Isuzu)

• Martin Merrick (VGA)

• Sean McLean (Penske PS)

• Bruce Healy (Iveco)

• Robert Cavagnino (Allison)
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 2: Approval of Minutes 21st August 
2018 and Business Arising

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018

Item 3: National Truck Plan – Budget 
Submission



Budget Submissions

• Timing uncertainty – Will there be a budget in first half of 2019?

• MYEFO (Mid Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook) late November/ 
early December - Sets the scene for projected revenues.

• Budget normally scheduled for second Tuesday in May 

• Treasurer normally would call for Submissions regarding 
priorities for the 2019-20 Federal Budget in 
November/December 2018

• NSW State Election 24 March (fixed date).

• Election 2019 by May – May 18 last date for half Senate plus 
House of Representatives.
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Budget Submissions Option One

• In the absence of a budget Government may roll out 
programs for immediate implementation but not as 
election commitments.  

• This would identify the Government’s priorities with 
a view to the pending election. 

• The proposition to the Australian people

– The funding is in place. Labor cannot be trusted to 
deliver these programs.
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Budget Submissions Option Two

• Parliament will sit for a few weeks next year 
February and March.

• Budget to be delivered in April – April 9.

• Allows 23 day, minimum campaign length. 

• Election called Sunday 14th April, 28 day 
campaign.

• Election May 11.
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• Stated Objectives of Australian Government

– Road Safety

– Environment

– Productivity/Economic/Efficient freight movement

• Australia has an old truck fleet

– Take up rate of new technologies is poor

• Conclusion: Government’s objectives not achieved

• Proposition: The case for modernising the National Truck 
Fleet

TIC Submission
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• Federal Government Financial Incentives:

• Pre ADR 70/00 (pre 1996 approx.) truck owners, thirty (30) 
per cent investment allowance for new ADR 80/03, or 
better, diesel-only truck effective for all new models sold 
from July 2019. 

• Pre ADR 70/00 (pre 1996 approx.) truck owners, 
consideration should be given to providing a fifty (50) per 
cent investment allowance for a new alternatively fuelled 
and powered (ADR 80/03, or better), effective for all new 
models sold from July 2019. 

TIC Submission
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• Federal Government Financial Incentives: 

• For ADR 70/00 and later (post 1996) truck owners a 
fifteen (15) per cent investment allowance for new ADR 
80/03, or better, diesel-only trucks effective for all new 
models sold from July 2019. 

• For ADR 70/00 and later (post 1996) truck owners a 
twenty five (25) per cent investment allowance for new 
alternatively fuelled and powered (ADR 80/03, or better) 
trucks, effective for all new models sold from July 2019.

TIC Submission
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• State Government Financial Incentives:

• COAG to work towards reducing uniformly federal and 
state taxes (registration charges and stamp duty) for low 
emission trucks. 

TIC Submission
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• Regulatory Incentives:

• COAG to work towards measures to offset the 
operator mass losses of a new truck (higher TARE 
weight due to mandated emission and safety devises 
fitted to new trucks) by allowing higher axle masses 
for new ADR 80/03, or better trucks. 

• COAG to work towards a determination where the 
Road User Charge for operators is based upon a Mass 
Distance Location charge for the vehicle/freight 
movement and an Environmental and Safety levy for 
the truck.

TIC Submission
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• Regulatory Incentives:

– Increased dimensions (Length: to allow aero aids 
and longer combinations such as B-Triples on 
major routes and Width: 2.55m)

– Major city emission zones for ports and tunnels

• State Government enact plans sitting in bottom draw

TIC Submission
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018

Item 4: Update - Negotiations with HVIA on 
2019 Brisbane Truck Show



Truck Show Discussion History

• A long term TIC discussion.

• Individual members will always make a commercial decision 
about truck show participation.

• Individual TIC members in exchange for participation have 
expressed to show organizers over time the need for value for 
money, better consultation and inclusion in the planning 
process.

• Objective: 

– How to better market truck product while achieving industry 
outcomes has been central to these discussions.

• TIC Show Committee has been in discussion with the Brisbane 
Truck Show since July 2017.
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Truck Show Discussion History

• August 2018 Council meeting
– Resolution Passed: “TIC to investigate conducting 

a Truck Show and Truck Technology Symposium in 
2021 and call for expressions of interest from 
suitably qualified event managers for an event to 
be held at a venue and time to be determined.”

– Resolution Passed: “TIC Management should draft 
a letter to HVIA under the signature of the 
President and TIC Directors detailing truck 
manufacturers’ dissatisfaction with the progress 
of negotiations”.
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Truck Show Discussion History

• October 2018 TIC Truck Show Committee Meeting
– HVIA response received and discussed
– Committee Conclusion: HVIA not willing to partner with TIC 

• Lack of acknowledgement re commercial imperatives and the 
importance of truck manufacturers as its main exhibitor

– Action: TIC response letter to be drafted 
• Stating TIC’s disappointment. 
• That with the limited opportunity presented by HVIA TIC 

believes there is no need for further discussion other than on 
matters that have been agreed to with HVIA to date. 

• Advise HVIA that TIC plans to conduct its own show in 2021
• TIC’s letter to be revised by TIC’s legal team
• TIC’s letter sent to all members prior to November meeting
• Letter signed off by the President at the conclusion of the 

November Council meeting and sent to HVIA.
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TIC Response to HVIA
Dear

We refer to our letter dated 24 September 2018 and your letter in response dated 11 October 
2018.

TIC expresses its disappointment at HVIA’s continued failure to achieve the vision that truck 
manufacturers and importers have for the Brisbane Truck Show as its major and most 
important exhibitor group. Without trucks there is no truck show, which is the primary reason 
visitors and other exhibitors attend each show.

Each TIC member has individually expressed the view that whilst HVIA has been more 
inclusive with the planning and management of the 2019 show when compared to previous 
years' shows, HVIA remains unwilling to implement broader strategic objectives such as 
theming, advancing truck technology innovation, and commercial considerations, which are key 
success factors.

For those reasons, each TIC member intends to explore alternative options to exhibit their 
products. Accordingly, it is TIC's intention to call for Expressions of Interest from suitably 
qualified event management organisations to organise and conduct a TIC sponsored event 
which is to be held in 2021.

Yours sincerely
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TIC Response to HVIA

• Discussion

– Anti Competitive behaviour concerns – A legal 
perspective

– Member comments and questions
– Endorsement of decision to send letter to HVIA
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 5: Discussion: Communicating TIC 
core messages and agenda within 
member organisations

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018



TIC Core Messages

• Discussion

– At times there appears to be a disconnect 
between CTO (technical) discussions and 
preferred position vs CEO (management) 
understanding/preferred position

– This appears to stem from a communication 
breakdown within some TIC member 
organisations
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018

Item 6: Report: Off-Highway Engine Sector



Recap – Off Highway Engine 
Sector

• ADEDA represents the Off Highway engine industry 
to government, provides a forum for members to 
raise and discuss issues affecting the industry and 
lobbies the government to achieve positive 
outcomes for the industry. 

• ADEDA membership include TIC members Penske PS, 
Cummins, Scania, Volvo (Penta), Isuzu

• ADEDA requested TIC to furnish information as to the 
cost of providing advocacy and technical services to 
Government on ADEDA’s behalf (March 2016). 
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• ADEDA, having noted TIC’s similar role within the Heavy 
Vehicle sector, were seeking advice on how to better 
engage with Government. 

• TIC Management supplied the requested information in 
March

• TIC was advised that ADEDA at their September 2016 
meeting had not agreed to proceed with TIC’s proposal 
to provide advocacy services to Government.

• Internal conflict within ADEDA over emission level 
starting point

Recap – Off Highway Engine 
Sector
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Recap – Post November 2016 
Council meeting

• Cummins and Isuzu undertook a consultancy to investigate the 
opportunity to advance the interests of the diesel off-highway 
engine industry in Australia in the knowledge that the Government 
was working upon new legislation.

• TIC agreed to establish Non-Road Diesel Engine Division

• Capitalise on TIC’s strong credibility with Government, in a cost 
effective manner. 

• Defray some of the staff costs currently borne by TIC members

• Separately funded through a membership levy on entities with an 
interest in the non-road diesel engine sector who choose to 
participate, (i.e. membership potentially sourced from existing TIC 
members and non-TIC members)
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Recap – Post November 2016 
Council meeting

• In September 2017 the Product Emissions Standards Act 
commenced. The Act is administered by the Federal 
Department of Environment. The starting point for change 
was petrol engines.

• The Department of Environment commenced consultation 
with Cummins, Isuzu and TIC on the development of rules for 
non-road compression ignition engines in March 2018. The 
Government seeks industry stakeholder support to advance 
the case for change.

• Departmental discussions are ongoing.
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Off- Highway Sector 
Post March 2018

• In September 2018 the Department of Environment sought 
from ADEDA market sales data.

• ADEDA held its AGM in November. Discussed appointing 
advocacy services for the new legislation.

• TIC was invited to make a presentation detailing it’s advocacy 
role since October 2017.

• ADEDA members were asked to join with TIC in this advocacy 
role. 
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Off- Highway Sector 
Post March 2018

• ADEDA decided to adopt a whole of industry approach and 
sought discussions with CMEIG and TMA. 

• Discussions with CMEIG and TMA pending meanwhile 
government is developing the legislation 

• Where to from here?

– TIC member participation re operationalising the Off Highway Engine 
Division.

• Costs – Budget initial $50,000; Long Term $100,000

• Membership fee, a function of Budget/# of members
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 7: Report: Technical Issues

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018



Technical Issues

• ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and equivalents) implementation 

• NHVR’ Heavy Vehicle Safety Package proposal

• Autonomous Vehicle Proposed Regulations
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

Recap: 

• Unsuitable Australian Petrol and Diesel fuel standards are 
likely to lead to the delay of Light Vehicle Euro 6 emission 
standards. The current Australian Diesel fuel standard is 
problematic for some Light Duty truck OEM’s.

• Local fuel refineries claim that they will be unable to supply 
Euro VI suitable Petrol until 2025. 

• Minister will not split Light and Heavy vehicle implementation 
of Euro 6 and Euro VI (and equivalents).
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

DIRDC released its findings and action plan following consideration 
of submissions received for the Fuel Quality RIS:

• Implement a voluntary monitoring plan for all grades of Petrol 
wholesaled in Australia 2019 to 2022 inclusive.

• Review the results of the voluntary monitoring plan and develop 
a RIS for upgrading of Australian Petrol fuel standards in 2023, 
including public consultation. Develop and approve new fuel 
standards by late 2023 with a 3 year introduction timeframe to 
allow local refineries to upgrade their facilities and 
infrastructure.

• This would allow the introduction of Euro 6 and Euro VI and 
equivalents starting from 2027.
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

TIC and the FCAI believe that maintaining a common timeline for 
the introduction of Light and Heavy Vehicle Euro 6 and Euro VI is 
unrealistic. The FCAI have a proposal that would see the 
introduction of Light and Heavy Vehicle Euro 6 and Euro VI split 
with:
• Heavy Vehicle Euro VI Step “b” (NOT Step “c”) and equivalents 

introduction starting from November 2022 for New models. 
Further, TIC is suggesting an ALL Model date of 1st January 
2025. 

Why Euro VI Step “b” and not the current Euro standard of Step 
“c”? Step “c” requires “Real Drive On-Road Test” (PEMS) and 
some OEM’s cannot introduce Euro VI Step “c” in Australia with 
our current Diesel fuel. Australia needs better quality Petrol AND 
Diesel.
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

Based on (majority, but not unanimous) TIC member (CTO) 
feedback, TIC recommended to the TIC CEO meeting in late 
August 2018:
• TIC to push for a move to Euro VI Step “b” for NB1 and NB2 

vehicles and Euro VI Step “c” for NC vehicles (and the 
equivalent Japanese and USA standards). With a timing of, 
NEW Models November 2022 and ALL Models January 2024. 

• TIC CEO’s agreed to this proposal subject to technical support 
by their CTO’s (CTO agreed position was a move to Euro VI 
Step “b”). CEO’s also proposed a new ALL Models introduction 
date of January 2023.

TIC CTO emailed all TIC CTO’s in late August 2018 with this new 
proposal and feedback was quite varied!
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

November 2018 update:
Current status based on CTO feedback:
• There is NO united TIC position. 4 Brands are opposing a move 

to Euro VI (and equivalents). Other TIC members are split 
between adoption of Euro VI Step “b” or “c” (and equivalents).

• FCAI position for NB1 and NB2 is Euro VI Step “b” only, NOT 
Step “c” (they don’t objection to equivalent standards, 
probably won’t oppose an alternative standard being used for 
NC category vehicles).

• Australian ADR categories don’t align with Euro categories 
(Euro N1 = ADR NA, Euro N2 = ADR NB1 + NB2 and Euro N3 = 
ADR NC). This substantially complicates the issue of using 
different versions of the Euro VI standard for different ADR 
categories.
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

• Euro VI Step “c” is currently in a state of “flux” in Europe and 
the Real Drive On-Road Test is being reviewed/revised. 
Regulation clarification not due until end of 2019.

• DIRDC are not interested in discussing technical issues that 
are unique to Australia, such as higher GCM’s, different 
differential ratios and different engine ratings. They have a 
timeline approved by the Government and see no reason for 
Euro VI (and equivalents) discussion.

• Absolutely no interest or appetite within any part of the 
current Government for a move to Euro VI. 
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ADR 80/04 (Euro VI and 
equivalents) implementation

Potential TIC future direction (where to from here):

1. Do nothing (work to Government’s detailed timeline - 2027).

2. Align with FCAI and push for the early introduction of Euro VI 
Step “b”, NOT Step “c” (and equivalents), does not have 
unanimous TIC member support.

3. “Go it alone” with a push for Euro VI Step “c”, or some hybrid 
Step “b”/Step “c” introduction (with equivalents), does not 
have unanimous TIC member support, nor FCAI support.

4. Review TIC position post 2019 federal election.
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NHVR’ Heavy Vehicle Safety 
Package proposal

Recap:
• NHVR is proposing a Safety Initiative that would allow higher 

steer axle masses (possibly up to 7.0t) and 2.55m width for 
trucks with addition safety features. This is a result of State 
and Territory pressure to find solutions to the Heavy Vehicle 
Road toll and the results of the recent NHVR’s Truck OEM 
Safety Feature Survey.

• NHVR has concluded that most of the advanced safety 
features that they were looking at introducing in the voluntary 
advanced safety feature scheme were either standard or 
options on Euro VI (and equivalent models) and the NHVR felt 
that Euro VI and equivalents would be a key requirement in 
their plans. There was also the added benefit of reducing PM 
by 50% over current ADR80/03 trucks and that this was a 
worthwhile health benefit. 
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NHVR’ Heavy Vehicle Safety 
Package proposal

• The NHVR has recognised the fitment of 385 tyres on the 
steer axle was an issue for many truck OEM’s and are 
reviewing the possibility of 315 steer tyres. The NHVR noted 
that the biggest issue for the use of 315 tyres was the lack of 
pavement load/damage information that exists (the 315 tyre 
has never been tested). The NHVR is discussing this issue with 
ARRB and TIC to find a way forward including the funding that 
would be necessary for testing. 

• The NHVR indicated that in addition to Euro VI and equivalent 
emissions, Cab Strength, Stability Control and AEBS would 
likely for the basis of the advanced safety feature package. 
The NHVR was unsure if LKAS and/or LDW would form part of 
the package as the cost verses safety benefit was marginal.  
Sal Petroccitto addressed the TIC CEO’s in August 2018.  
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NHVR’ Heavy Vehicle Safety 
Package proposal

November 2018 update (no discussion outside TIC please): 
NHVR provided TIC a copy of their draft HV Voluntary Advanced 
Safety Package proposal on 2nd November 2018. Key points are:
• 2.55m width (NHVR preference 2.6m, but unlikely)
• Minimum 6.8t steer axle mass, possibly with 315 tyre (NHVR 

preference 7.0t, likely with 385 tyre)
• Cab strength (continue current practice, Euro “Stage 3” would 

not be required, “Stage 2” would be minimum requirement)
• Euro VI (any version). TIC requires “and equivalents”
• ESC (even on Rigid’s) and AEB mandated safety features

There was no mention of additional rear axle mass despite TIC 
recommendations. 
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NHVR’ Heavy Vehicle Safety 
Package proposal

TIC CTO met with Peter Austin (NHVR) last Friday (24th November 
2018) to discuss the draft. Key points were:
• 2.55m width (2.6m rejected by States)
• 500kg increase to be shared between front and rear axles:

7.0t steer axle mass with 385 tyre, or
+0.5t on rear axle/s, or
6.7t (or 6.8t) steer axle mass with 315 tyre (subject to 

testing) with remainder [0.3t (or 0.2t)] on rear axle/s

• Cab strength (continue current practice)
• Euro VI with NHVR to accept “equivalents”
• ESC (even on Rigid’s) and AEB mandated safety features
• LKAS/LDW optional

Proposal to be circulated to all industry groups late this week
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Autonomous Vehicle Proposed 
Regulations

Recap:
• The State and Territory Ministers goal is to have “end-to-end 

Automated Vehicles (AV) regulation in place by 2020 to support 
the safe, commercial deployment and operation of AV’s at all 
levels of automation”, the NTC is working to deliver this request.

• The NTC has to date released five guideline papers that support 
the introduction of Autonomous Vehicles and/or AV trials in 
Australia.

• The NTC released their “Safety Assurance for Automated 
Vehicles Regulation Impact Statement (RIS)” in April 2018 which 
detailed four regulatory reform options:

Option 1: Current approach, uses the existing regulatory 
processes to manage the safety of automated vehicles.
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Autonomous Vehicle Proposed 
Regulations

Option 2: Administrative safety assurance system (SAS); 
introduces a SAS using administrative arrangements 
under the existing regulation (ADR’s). It requires an 
Automated Driving System Entity (ADSE) to self-
certify against principles-based safety criteria where 
there is a “short fall” in AV regulations. (TIC position).

Option 3: Legislative safety assurance system; introduces a 
SAS with a (new) dedicated national agency for 
automated vehicle safety, with specific offences and 
compliance and enforcement tools.

Option 4: Legislative safety assurance system with a primary 
safety duty; in addition to the elements of Option 3, 
includes a primary safety duty (laws) on ADSE’s. 
(NTC’s recommended position to COAG).
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Autonomous Vehicle Proposed 
Regulations

• The NTC’s Autonomous Vehicle Safety Assurance Regulation 
RIS is not a typical government RIS, it makes unsubstantiated 
claims and assumptions, as well as not providing a cost-to-
benefit analysis of each of the four options. The document 
was in reality a Discussion Paper, not a RIS.

• The NTC document was closely aligned and based on the 
voluntary (non-legislative) autonomous vehicle safety 
assurance system that has been deployed by various States in 
the USA. The key recommendations do NOT align with the 
direction that European regulators are taking for the control 
of autonomous vehicles. A key failing of the NTC’s document, 
as Australia is bound to align with UN-ECE vehicle regulations.

• TIC worked closely with the FCAI in developing our submission 
to the AV SAS RIS.
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Autonomous Vehicle Proposed 
Regulations

November 2018 update:
COAG voted in mid November 2018 against the NTC’s 
recommendation (Option 4 above) for Autonomous Vehicle Safety 
Assurance regulation, instead detailing that:
1. New vehicle approval/compliance would use the current 

Australian Design Rule (ADR) system/process for certifying new 
Autonomous Vehicles and Autonomous Vehicle Systems (Option 
1 above).

2. Instructed the NTC to further review the “in-service” 
requirements of AV regulation, with a recommended position to 
be proposed to COAG in March 2019. 

The NTC will now develop a new Discussion Paper to allow 
stakeholder feedback on this issue in early 2019. 
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Autonomous Vehicle Proposed 
Regulations

Of concern to TIC and the FCAI:

• The NTC do not have sufficient time to develop and circulate a new 
Discussion Paper, allow for stakeholder feedback and make 
recommendations to COAG before the March 2019 COAG meeting.

• The NTC’s preference for “in-service” AV regulation is a legislative 
Safety Assurance System with a Primary Safety Duty (Option 4 
above). Such a system would make an organisation (most likely the 
OEM) legally responsible (for the life of the vehicle) when the 
vehicle is operating in Autonomous Mode. This is not aligned with 
current UN-ECE thinking. TIC and the FCAI oppose this position. 

TIC and FCAI to consider further discussions with the NTC and/or 
discussions with COAG Ministers.
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 8: T-Mark Update

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018



T-Mark Update Member Update

• Monthly data upload by all TIC Members is typically 
very good

• Data accuracy level remains high

• No Current Issues
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T-Mark Non Member Update

49

• TIC has had an agreement in place with Hyundai trucks to 
report their new truck sales for the past 12 months (since 
October 2017). Retrospective sales for the whole of 2017 
were captured during the November 2017 upload. Hyundai 
Commercial Vehicles are not FCAI members however their 
sales are reported to VFACTS via Hyundai Australia (the car 
organisation).

• TIC has received a formal request from Hyundai Commercial 
Vehicles for Member and T-Mark pricing. They may become a 
TIC member in the future.



T-Mark Non Member Update

50

• In September 2018 TIC informed Automotive Holdings Group 
Ltd (AHG) that their prior request for a T-Mark subscription 
had not been approved. AHG had requested Rolling 13 and 
Market Segment Reports. This non-approval was due to 
concerns expressed by many TIC members following the 
August 2018 TIC AGM meeting.

• No other new enquiries from truck importers/manufacturers 
have been received since the update given at the August 2018 
Annual General Council Meeting.



NEVDIS Registration Data

T-Mark 51

Recap:

• NEVDIS informed TIC that they were in the process of 
contracting out their data access service to a 3rd party 
(Blueflag P/L)

• TIC CTO met with Blueflag in early August 2017 to outline 
the information that TIC is seeking

• TIC’s aim was to have a data NEVDIS/Blueflag access 
agreement in place by the end of 2017

• Discussions went very quite towards the end of 2017

• Early 2018 Blueflag conceded that they were unable to 
gain access to the level of NEVDIS data that TIC 
requested (available to ARTSA)



NEVDIS Registration Data

T-Mark 52

Current update:

• Mid 2018 TIC entered into discussions with another 
government organisation (who has access to all fields for 
heavy vehicles in the NEVDIS data base) with a view to 
gaining access to the NEVDIS truck data

• TIC is close to finalising these negotiations (should be in 
place by January 2019. Data will be for >4.5t GVM trucks 
and not be VIN specific

• TIC management plan to meet with AustRoads/NEVDIS in 
December 2018 to discuss VIN specific data and data for 
3.5t to 4.5t vehicles



Technical Issues (continued)

• Heavy Vehicle Width and Axle Mass

• Road Vehicle Standards Act (RVSA)

• ADR35/06 – ESC

• ADR35/07 - AEB
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 9: General Business

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018
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TODAY’s TRUCKS

Item 10: Next Meeting Date

General Meeting – Canberra

29th November, 2018


